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MODULES:
Software is integrated by different Modules that
allow identity management:
Pre-enrollment: web based on the JAVA platform.
Enrollment: allows capturing 10 fingerprints,
photo, iris, hand palms, scars, tattoos, voice and
signature.
Verification: Validates by matching biographic
and biometric information. Includes production
(personalized) of smartcards.
These are customized for clients’ business
rules, work flows and operation policies.

CAPABILITIES FOR INTERACTION:
System capability of interaction with different web services or platforms (third parties/externals). This includes payment
platforms with banks.

SECURE PLATFORM:
Solution based on a secure platform which
validates biometrics of authorized users
and allows them access, depending on the
permits they have.

EFFICIENCY:
Streamlines and simplifies Government
functions, decreasing bureaucracy.

The BBCS streamlines a traveler’s entrance and
verification with self-service immigration processing that offers mutual benefits, such as lower
wait times and minimal interaction with Immigration and Customs authorities. This biometric solution offers the Government or Agency a secure
and reliable method for validating the traveler’s
identity and documentation, while improving
the traveler’s overall airport experience.

ORDERING INFORMATION:
GSA IT 70 Schedule, Alutiiq Pacific, LLC
Contract No: GS-35F-0317Y
Part Number: AQ-GEM-EGT-0001
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COMPONENTS
BIOMETRIC SOFTWARE:
Based on industry standards (ANSI/NIST, ISO,
ICAO, GXJDM/NIEM) that support different databases (e.g., MSSQL, Oracle, DB2, etc.)

BIOMETRIC HARDWARE:
Customized kiosks for border and biometric control
and management, separated into different types:
Enrollment, Verification/eGate, Production, etc.
May include biometric smartcards and printed forms
(Immigration and/or Customs).

DATA SYNCHRONIZATION:
Easily synchronizes biometric and biographic data
(on and off-line), with high reliability and performance.

STOCK MANAGER AND REPORTS:
System that includes management and tracking of
biometric cards consumables. Also allows the visualization of information reports.

INFORMATION EXCHANGE:
System capable of exchanging information between
different agencies (based on industry standards).



APC Smart-UPS 1500VA USB



Turnstile Security Gate Enclosure with steel perimeter
gate frame with non etched lexan center.



Custom Turnstile Flow Tracking System



Okidata B431d Black Digital Mono Printer (40ppm), 120v,
(E/F/P/S) with black 530-sheet 2nd paper tray



L Scan Guardian R Outdoor 10 print finger print scanner



Logitech Webcam C910



Lock, KabaMas Cencon S2000kd



3M E-Passport Full Page passport scanner



19" LCD Monitor



19" Resistive touch screen overlay w/ USB interface



19" 3M Privacy filter



Optiplex XE SFF, Pentium E5300, 2GB RAM. Integrated
video, Win 7 Pro, DVD +R/W, 160GB SATA HD, 1 GB
RAM for Dell Optiplex



Proxim ORiNOCO 802.11a/b/g/n USB Client Adapter Network adapter - Hi-Speed USB (consigned)



Netgear 4 port ethernet switch



D-Link DUB H7 Hub 7 USB port extender
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